Directions to La Serena from the A1 Motorway

Satellite Navigation Users: Please note that our address cannot be found on most systems. However,
the following Longitude/Latitude coordinates should work! They are: N 43° 00’ 54” E 12° 15’ 56” (or if your
Sat Nav is set to decimal, it is N 43.015 & E 12.266). The alternative is to enter Castiglione della Valle
(‘postcode’ is 06072) which is only 1 kilometre away from us. The journey from the A1 will take approximately
20 to 30 minutes.
Once you have entered those into your system, enjoy the rest of the journey and concentrate on the Italian
driving!! Buon Viaggio!

From the North:
On the Autostrada “del Sole” (A1) take the exit at Valdichiana. Then, continue along the dual-carriageway
(called the Raccordo Bettona-Perugia) in the direction of Perugia, and take the exit named Magione.
Follow first the signs to Magione and after 1.5 km turn left at the large roundabout in the direction of
Chiusi. Proceed along this road, after a while you will see Lake Trasimeno on your right-hand side.
You will come to a right-hand bend with a signpost indicating a left turn to Mugnano. Take this turn and
pass around Mugnano following the direction to Castiglione della Valle. About 6-7 km after Mugnano,
you will see Castiglione della Valle on your right-hand side.
At the roundabout at the bottom of Castiglione della Valle turn left in the direction of Marsciano and
follow the sign "Monticelli". About 1 kilometre after Castiglione della Valle and about 50 meters after a
small bridge on a river, you will pass the small hill of Monticelli on your left-hand side. Just after this hill,
you will see La Serena on your left-hand side - the garden with the solar panels in it!
Turn right into our driveway and enjoy the welcome that is La Serena in Umbria! and the real start to
your fantastic Umbrian holiday.

Call us if you need any help, on +39-075-878-7429.
If no reply, try our mobiles: Stephanie on +39-349-243-3706 or Derek on +39-346-527-0020

Directions to La Serena from the A1 Motorway

From the South:
On the Autostrada “del Sole” (A1), exit at Orte going towards Terni, Perugia and Cesena.
NB: there are no junction numbers on Italian autostrade (motorways)! Take the E45 superstrada (dualcarriageway) north-eastwards. After about 21 kilometres, before you reach Terni, turn off (northwards)
towards Perugia, Cesena and Deruta. Stay on this road and roughly 10 kilometres after Todi, exit the
E45 at Marsciano-Collepepe.
At the T-junction, turn right towards Marsciano on the bridge over the E45. The road bends sharply to the
left and you come to a T-junction. Turn right, again towards Marsciano. Follow a long straight road, to a
roundabout, where you turn right (you do not need to give way here). You will be entering a small industrial
zone (Zona Industriale Sud).
After about 300metres go straight ahead at the roundabout. After 200metres turn left at the next T-junction
and after 150metres turn right at the next T-junction (this is the only tricky bit!). You may see signs to
Cerquerto or Perugia. Follow this road for just under 1 kilometre, passing a petrol station on your left-hand
side. Just after this petrol station, you will come to a small crossroads with no signposts. Turn left here and
follow a small road up the hill, with a few houses dotted on either side of the road. After about 3.5 kilometres
you come to a T-junction, where you turn right.
Continue along this road for about 3 kilometres, until you reach Cerqueto. Take the left turn towards Spina,
Tavernelle and Castiglione della Valle (pronounced Castillionay della Vallay) and follow this road for
about 14 kilometres. Take the second exit at the small roundabout, signposted Perugia and Tavernelle
(the small town of Spina will be on your right-hand side). Roughly 4 km after the roundabout and 500 metres
after the turning for San Biagio della Valle (on the right) you will see La Serena on your right-hand side,
just before the hilltop borgo (hamlet) of Monticelli - the garden with the solar panels in it!
Turn right into our driveway and enjoy the welcome that is La Serena in Umbria! and the real start to
your fantastic Umbrian holiday.

Call us if you need any help, on +39-075-878-7429.
If no reply, try our mobiles: Stephanie on +39-349-243-3706 or Derek on +39-346-527-0020

